
Personal Computer 

. . com uter whose size, capabilities, and price make it 
A personal computer (PC) 1s a multi-purpose ~ t ded to be operated directly by an end user. 
feasible for individual use. Personal computers are _m en 
rather than by a computer ex~ert or tec~nician. ~nhk~ large, pie at the same time is not used 
costly minicomputers and mainframes, t1me-shanng Y many peo 
with personal computers. 

Interactive device 

Interactive Device normally refers to products and services on digital comp~ er-based systems 
which respond to the user's actions by presenting content such as text, moving 
image, animation, video and audio. 

Project Short Throw 

In film terminology, throw is the distance between a movie projector lens and its screen. It is the 
distance the image is thrown onto the screen, and it has a large effect on screen size Home 
theatre installations may often have an incorrect' throw distance in the room but this can be corrected 
by use of a short throw lens. There are also "long throw" lenses available. 

Portable visualize 

Portable Data visualization is an interdisciplinary field that deals with 
the graphic representation of data. It is a particularly efficient way of communicating when the data is 
numerous as for example a time series. 

White Board 

A whiteboard (also known by the terms marker board, dry-erase board, dry-wipe board, 
and pen-board) is a glossy, usually white surface for making nonpermanent markings (an evolved 
version of the blackboard). Whiteboards are analogous to blackboards, but with a smoother surface 
allowing rapid marking and erasing of markings on their surface. 

Green Board 

This refer to a green-colored blackboard green colored drywall (in contrast to normal drywall suitable 
for damp places like kitchen or bathroom) 

Projector wall mount kit 

As the name implies, these mounts hold your projectors against the walls . 

Speaker 

Computer speakers, or mu!timedia speakers, are speakers sold for use with computers, although 
usually capable of other audio uses, e.g. for an MP3 player. Most such speakers have an internal 
amplifier and consequently require a power source, which may be by a mains power supply often via 
an AC adapter, batteries, or a USB port. 
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Wireless MIC 

A wireless microphone or co di . 
connecting it direct! to th r ess m!crophone, is a microphone without a physical cable 
known as a radio r:ic ~ soun? recording or amplifying equipment with which it is associated. Also 

body, which transmits ~~P 0
~~· ,t_ has a small, ba~ery-powered radio transmitter in the micro_phone 

·t e au 10 signal from the microphone by radio waves to a nearby receiver 
um. 

Metal cabinet 

O~ce filing_ ~abinets are typically made of sheet metal or wood. The drawers usually use a drawer 
sltde to facilitate opening the drawer. 

UPS 

An uninterruptible power supply or uninterruptible power source (UPS) is an electrical 
apparatus that provides emergency power to a load when the input power source or mains 
power fails. 

Camera 

A camera is an optical instrument that captures a visual image. At their most basic, cameras are 
sealed boxes (the camera body) with a small hole (the aperture) that allows light in to capture an 
image on a light-sensitive surface (usually photographic film or a digital sensor). 

Multi Bridge License 

Multi-licensing is the practice of distributing software under two or more different sets of terms and 

conditions. This may mean multiple different software licenses or sets of licenses. Prefixes may be 
used to indicate the number of licenses used, e.g. dual-licensed for software licensed under two 

different licenses. 
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